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SUMMARY

For a long time two approaches have been contrasted to each other: differences of cultures of states which do not allow to harmonize the family laws and a liberal approach by which the common European culture and values allows to unify the family laws of European states. In recent years the supranational identity has become more significant pushing aside the concept that culture is an obstacle for harmonization of family laws. European Court of Human Rights has given a pattern that certain human rights can be restricted when it is needed to protect certain more important value of the state. However, court has stated that this justification process must consist of correct proportionality test. Unfortunately, in practice the justification right has been used very often but proportionality test has not been made. Also, in this justification process the changes of the society should be considered – supranational identity and more liberal approaches to the family life impact this process. One can argue that it is more complicated to find a justified reason not to allow same-sex marriages or cohabitation when follow correctly the proportionality test in the justification process. Estonian Partnership Registration Act is a good example to show what such inappropriate proportionality test in a justification process can cause. Author analyses the proportionality test in the adoption process and implementation practice of Estonian Partnership Registration Act to discuss and describe the mess what can be caused when proportionality test has not been used in an appropriate way if used at all.
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INTRODUCTION

For a long time two approaches have been contrasted to each other: differences of cultures of states which do not allow to harmonize the family laws and a liberal approach by which the common European culture and values allows to unify the family laws of European states. In recent years the supranational identity has become more significant pushing aside the concept that culture is an obstacle for harmonization of family laws. Still, contracting state has a right not to follow certain human rights, e.g. marriage (which is analyzed in this article) but this right is legal only when it bases on a justification process. Unfortunately, in practice the justification right has been used very often referring to the need to protect the culture or some value but proportionality test has not been made. Estonian Partnership Registration Act is a good example to show what such inappropriate proportionality test in a justification process can cause.

FAMILY LAW AND CULTURE. VALUE DECISION AND JUSTIFICATION PROCESS

When talking about family law in EU it is usually referred to the fact that family laws of Member States are so different because of the differences of cultures in these states and this is as if a static reason why family laws can never been harmonized. On the other hand we refer to the process of globalization and multiculturalism, and notice how step by step the changes in the relations of individuals change the previous understandings of certain family relations reaching in the end to the changes of national law. Meanwhile, there are several conflicts between those who understand that law should reflect the changes in the society and those who deny these changes and fight against the development of the law. Such conflicts seem to be natural. From the academic literature can be found several references to the inevitability of the conflicts and changes in the society. For example, Luhmann² has said that “without conflicts law would not develop, would not be reproduced, and would then be forgotten”.³ Aarnio has stated that law carries values and in case they are changing, also the law should be changed.⁴ Based on Snow the culture and hence its values can be found in a public policy from which they are transferred to the law.⁵ Mautner⁶ has stated that law is a product of a nation’s culture.

In recent years the European values and culture has got more attention. Terms “value” and “culture” are often used as synonyms. Also, it seems that more and more the culture withdraws

---

³ Ibid, 477.
form the individual and so called supranational identity\(^7\) becomes more significant. We hear more often about common legal culture of Europe.\(^8\) With no doubt human rights play here an important role in providing values. When analyzing the decisions of European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) one can notice that a court has emphasized repeatedly that *Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms* (ECHR) is as a “living instrument”\(^9\) – so it considers the changes in a society. However, as ECtHR leaves the “value decisions” to the national level of law though requiring the proportionality test to reason the restriction of the rights and freedoms of the individual, it is up to the contracting state to decide which value needs more protection than the other\(^10\). Unfortunately, practice shows that in family matters contracting states are referring eagerly to the protection of culture or values but these values forget to evaluate their decision through the proportionality test. Antokolskaia\(^11\) has stated that after her 5-year research she can conclude that those who refer to the culture in justification process have not investigated it in depth.

Author of article has researched the law-drafting process of *Estonian Partnership Registration Act*. In Estonia, concerned the *Partnership Registration Act* is often referred to the need to protect some kind of values to impede the enforcement of the act but since 2009 when the Intent of *Partnership Registration Act* was created until today no clear explanation for how this regulation would harm some other values has never been given. Sometimes there has been referred to the need to protect “traditional marriage” but even the definition of traditional

---


\(^10\) ECtHR In *Schalk and Kopf v Austria* 2010 (par 96), the ECtHR has stated that: “... a difference of treatment is discriminatory if it has no objective and reasonable justification; in other words, if it does not pursue a legitimate aim or if there is not a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised. The Contracting States enjoy a margin of appreciation in assessing whether and to what extent differences in otherwise similar situations justify a difference in treatment.”, in *X and others v. Austria* 2013 (par 139), the ECtHR has stated, that: “Given that the convention is a living instrument, to be interpreted in present-day conditions, the State, in its choice of means designed to protect the family and secure respect for family life as required by Article 8, must necessarily take into account developments in society and changes in the perception of social, civil-status and relational issues, including the fact that there is not just one way or one choice when it comes to leading one’s family or private life”, also that: “The Government did not adduce any specific argument, any scientific studies or other item of evidence to show that...” (par 142) and that “The aim of protecting the family in the traditional sense is rather abstract and a broad variety of concrete measures may be used to implement it” (par 139), “it remains to be ascertained whether, in the circumstances of the case, the principle of proportionality was adhered to or not” (par 138). Similarly, in *Vallianatos and others v. Greece* 2013, the court stated that “It remained to be ascertained whether the principle of proportionality had been respected in the present case”.

marriage is missing in such statements. Also, there has been referred to the fact that Estonian society is not ready for the same-sex marriages but nobody has clarified “Why?”. The similar weaknesses can be found in attempts regulating surrogacy, euthanasia, digital registration of birth, death, marriage and divorce etc. There misses profound reasoning how one or another new regulation would harm certain values state wants to protect. Art 5 of Estonian Instruction of Good Law-Drafting and Standard Techniques states that in a law-drafting procedure the restrictions of rights and freedoms of an individual that a draft of law might contain, must be appropriate and proportional to the aim that the law pursues and for the protection of the domestic public interests. Despite the requirements such analyze has not been made, or, it is superficial, and sometimes even contradictory in the content. Often such analyze has been made by one person with no reference to the expert studies, or even these studies are incomplete. Author of this article even argues that proportionality analyze cannot be the result of one person but a group of experts. Concerned family matters, there has often been argued that as EU does not regulate family law matters and hence there is no need to analyze EU or International law concerned. Such statement is wrong because EU primary law is related to every family matter at least in some extent. Proportionality test should consist also the supranational law – considering in deciding the human rights, free movement and other principles.

In case X and other v Austria 2010 the ECHR has stated that: “As an explanatory report of the draft law missed the profound justification, but merely reflected the position of those sectors of society which are opposed to the idea of (opening to second-parent adoption to same-sex couples), the court cast considerable doubt on the proportionality of the prohibition of certain right.” In Estonian practice the author of the article has never heard of using the proportionality test when changing the family law regulations.

ARE FAMILY LAWS OF EU MEMBER STATES MOVING TOWARDS THE CENTER OF EU LAW?

Quite a lot has been written about the influence of the EU primary and secondary law concerning family matters. Baarsma gives a thorough overview how the Treaty of Amsterdam, Treaty of Maastricht have paved the way to the unification of family laws of Member States.

---

14 Par 143, 146.
15 Art 220 of the EEC-Treaty. Brussels I Convention, Lugano Convention and the Rome Convention have been developed on the basis of Article 220 EEC-Treaty. Nynke Anna Baarsma 2011. The Europeanisation of International Family Law: The EU Legislature’s Competence. The Europeanisation of International Family Law. T. M. C. Asser Press by Springer-Verlag. Heidelberg., 79-134, 82. Today these conventions seem to be unimportant but at that time they were the legal acts promoting the harmonisation of civil law (though not touching family law directly).
16 Title VI. Containing the provisions on the cooperation in the field of Justice and Home Affairs: as judicial cooperation in civil matters was placed under the “third pillar” the judicial cooperation in civil matters became an element of European cooperation. Nynke Anna Baarsma 2011. The Europeanisation of
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She explains: EU citizenship, introduced by the Treaty of Maastricht widened the protection of individuals as every citizen of EU had now the right to move and reside freely within the territory of the Member State. Since then the free movement was no more related only to the working in another state; Treaty of Amsterdam transferred judicial cooperation in civil matters to the first pillar providing "political integration"; article 65 EC-Treaty covered now cooperation in jurisdiction, applicable law and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements providing Brussels-II-Regulation. When Treaty of Nice made clear that international family law in EU belongs to the scope of Articles 61 and 65 EC-Treaty then the Treaty of Lisbon replaced art 65 of EC-Treaty by the art 81 "expanding the legal basis of union action in the field of judicial cooperation in civil matters". One can conclude that after the Treaty of Amsterdam entered into force in 1999 a rapid Europeanisation of private international law began and today any spokesperson should be rather careful when referring to the invisible cultural difference which makes it impossible to unify step-by-step the family law regulations of Member States. Also, why to fight against the unification at all? Practitioners face every day the problems when solving cross-border family cases and often realize that there is no need to regulate one or another relation differently. Even more, in some cases they do not follow the outdated norm and solve cases individually with no harm to anybody.

As Baarsma has stated: “Unified choice of law rules on issues of International family law will, moreover, serve a number of specific objectives: they will ensure more legal certainty, prevent forum shopping, provide for more decisional harmony, grant better protection to the legitimate expectations of the parties and contribute to the achievement of justice.”

Thinking of the legal literature and political statements one can see that it is often referred to the specific differences of regulations in Member States but a question: “What if in a Member States X would be a regulation of Member State Y?” has seen as a “forgery”. However, did anything awful happened after 2011 when divorce was allowed in Malta?, or why not allow divorce via internet?, or if not so much then at least without a court procedure and a long waiting period provided by the law?, what if a child can marry being 14-year old instead of being 15?, or what if same-sex couples are married? What is this cultural difference that predicts something terrible to happen when all Member States allow aforementioned rights? Probably nothing. People would not even notice this except those politicians who try to gain some fame through the protest.


18 Ibid, 90.
19 Ibid, 93.
20 Ibid, 133.
21 Ibid, 134.
CAN CONSTITUTIONAL NORMS JUSTIFY DIFFERENCES IN REGULATIONS?

Peculiar is a reference to the constitutions: it is often stated that when constitution says clearly that marriage is allowed between a man and a woman then this constitutional principle denies to allow same-sex marriages. As constitutional norm is stronger than a provision in an ordinary law, like family law act or civil law act then it carries more stronger legal power. Now this provision in the Constitution has used as a “constitutional principle”.

In a legal theory two concepts are often used in interpreting the constitutional (or any other legal) norm: first, should the implementer interpret the content of the provision according to the aim of the norm at the time it was written or second, should it be interpreted based on current social relations. The first principle can cause the need to change the law now and then to specify the current needs in the text. The second causes the possibility to manipulate by the norm. Reminding in which era in the history the constitutions of Europe were enforced, one has a right to doubt that at that time creating the constitution lawyers were thinking about the same-sex marriages and therefore a question whether or not to legalize such relationship was not the reason why they used in a text terms “man” and “woman”. Actually, from the legal literature there can be pointed out the reasoning to use a reference to the women and man: to “highlight the equality between a man and a woman”.22 This shows that reference to the constitutional norms when denying certain rights of the individual, is not correct.

The same pattern can be seen even in ECtHR practice: in Schalk and Kopf v Austria ECtHR has stated that “in the 1950s marriage was clearly understood in the traditional sense of being a union between partners of different sex”.23 In Johnston v Ireland ECtHR has stated that “It is true that the Convention and its Protocols must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions. However, the Court cannot, by means of an evolutive interpretation, derive from these instruments a right that was not included therein at the outset”.24 Knowing that the European Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms (Charter) does not have the reference to the man and woman there are several discussions whether this does mean that the Charter allows same-sex marriages contrary to the ECHR. Author of this article argues that the terms in a text do not matter at all because both legal acts oblige Member States to follow the current needs of society.

There could be emphasized that ECtHR has said that ECHR should be interpreted and applied in a manner which renders its rights practical and effective, not theoretical and illusory.25 This principle should also impact the process of justification when protecting the culture of contracting state.

24 Ibid. 71.
EU has itself also adopted several legal acts impacting more or less the family laws of Member States. And, one cannot forget the general principles provided by the primary law of EU. More generally, EU intervenes to the civil relations, for example when protecting the general rights and freedoms and free movement, promoting integration, non-discrimination, legal certainty, tolerance, predictability etc.

Human rights play a constitutional role for the EU establishing prevailing principles for supranational as well as for the national law either through EU primary law or directly from being a contracting state of ECHR.

In a legal literature usually ECHR has been treated separately from the EU law. In principle this is correct but as ECHR provides certain pan-European values then discussing European family law one should not leave this legal act aside. Even more, it is important to notice the mutual influence of ECtHR decisions and the development of EU family laws – either political or social. Without a doubt, the most important articles related to the family issues are art 8, art 12 and art 14. Article 8 provides that “Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence”. And, that “there shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of these rights except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interest of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health and morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”. Article 12 provides that “men and a women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right”. Article 14 provides that “The enjoyment of rights and freedoms asset forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, color, language, religion, political and other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.” Convention uses the term “family life” but does not define what is family.

A lot has been discussed about the right to marry leading to the questions whether this right includes also a right to divorce. In Johnston v Ireland court stated that the right to divorce cannot derive from the art 12. However, does this waiting period between the ended marriage and an intended new one not restrict the right to marriage? Also, as by the convention “family life” is protected in case a person is not divorced but lives separately and has found a new partner then two values collide. Scherpe discusses the rights of the transsexuals and transgender persons, also same-sex persons concerned marriage. He shows that ECtHR has not been very forceful and leaves the door open for new principles. Additionally, it is clearly visible that court directs the responsibility to the state but with explicit guidelines to make a proportionality test as if knowing that by this a state realizes by itself that earlier a wrong decision was made. In Shalk and Kopf v Austria ECtHR provided that art 12 of the convention limits the right to marry between a man and a woman but turned attention to the excerpt “In that connection the Court observes that marriage has deep-rooted social and cultural connotations which may differ largely from one society to another. The Court reiterates that it must not rush to substitute its own judgement in place of that of the national authorities, who are best placed to assess and respond to the needs of

society...” Paying attention to the words “national authorities, who are best placed to assess and respond to the needs of society” one can argue that contracting states do not have just an unbounded right to what they want but have to follow the needs of society. And as mentioned above these needs must be confirmed by the proportional analyze of the values protected in the society.

In *Schalk and Kopf v Austria* is also stated that same-sex couple cannot enjoy “family life“ for the purposes of Art 8 and therefore “a cohabiting same-sex couple living in a stable de facto partnership falls within the notion of “family life“.

In family matters often, The European Charter has been left aside for the reason that Charter applies to the EU Member States only when they are implementing EU law. However, in this situation one cannot forget that based on the preamble of the Charter an individual is in the heart of the Union by establishing the European citizenship and by creating the area of freedom, security and justice. In a legal literature and also in practice it is sometimes unclear when and how much a Member State should follow the Charter and when and how much the ECHR. For example, Art 9 of the Charter provides that the right to marry and the right to found a family shall be guaranteed in accordance with the national laws governing the exercise of these rights. Art 12 of ECHR provides that a men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right. As already referred above in this article the Charter does not have a reference to a man and women. Does it mean that in applying EU secondary law the same-sex persons have the same rights as the heteros? Interpretation becomes even more interesting and more complicated when to mention that in *Schalk and Kopf v Austria* ECtHR refers itself to the Charter explaining that Charter has “deliberately dropped the reference to “men and women” but still leaves the decision whether accept such marriage or not to the Member State. At the same time the Commentaries of the Charter refer to the ECHR as a “living instrument”. Such mutual reference to both documents is a bit weird as usually they are treated separately in a legal literature but definitely shows their tense connection to each other leaving without a doubt the statement that they both form European values.

The more the author of this article has analysed the legal regulations of family matters the more it seems to her that this is not a task of lawyers to define the values. Other sciences, like sociology should give the answers to the syage of development of the society. And, such answer should not base only on one research or survey.

28 Par 94, 95.
29 Ibid, 66.
30 Par 60.
32 See more specifically Kristi Joamets, Gender as an Element of Marriage Capacity in the Context of National and Supranational Law in the European Union. Tallinn University Of Technology Doctoral Theses Series I: Social Sciences, no 21 (Tallinn: TUT Press, 2014),
In Estonia the Registered Partnership Act was passed in 2014 but because of the election of new government the implementation act of this Law was not started to draft by the Minister of Justice. Registered Partnership Act was supposed to enter into force on 1 January 2016 together with implementing legislation. Currently there is a situation where the norms of substantial law as if exists but procedural norms and its enforcement act are missing. So, in principle the persons have the rights but they could not implement them. There were several discussions whether the norms of Registered Partnership Act should be implemented or not and in the end every administration made its own decision whether and how to apply the norms of Registered Partnership Act. Naturally this leads to the court cases and courts decided that persons have the substantial rights. This has put public administration in a situation where they have to find the way how to make an administrative deed to guarantee the substantial rights of the persons. For example, until today notaries have made ca 60 partnership contracts but they are not entered into the Population Register because there are no provisions to allow the changes in the register. Parliament still does not act. Even more, in September 2017 Estonian Parliament discussed the question whether annul the substantial law act – and of course with no justification argument based on proportional analyze. If the Registered Partnership Act will not be annulled and its implementation act will be adopted there remain still several questions concerned the rights of an individual and obligations of the state. To make a situation more acceptable, some parties have started to discuss about the need to make changes in a Registered Partnership Act because there are many unclear provisions. That is true, for example, article 7 of the act provides that cohabitation registered abroad is valid in Estonia according to the Estonian Private International Law Act. Unfortunately, this Act has no provision about cohabitation at all. The only provision applicable to the recognition of cohabitation proceeded abroad is art 7: “Foreign law shall not apply if the result of such application would be in obvious conflict with the essential principles of Estonian law (public order). In such an event Estonian law applies.” These norms are in collision and no one can say today which interpretation would be correct. Leaving it open whether the fact that Estonia has provided in the substantial law the cohabitation of same-sex persons authorized by the article states that such provision proves that registered cohabitation or marriage of same-sex persons made abroad is not against Estonian public order. The European Court has decided in several cases that national legislation which places the nationals of the Member State concerned at the disadvantage simply because they have exercised their right and freedom to move and reside in another Member State are restricting the rights and freedoms of the citizen of the Union. As there misses the proportional analyze in justifying the denial to recognize same-sex marriage, author of this article sees no legal ground not to recognize the same-sex marriages contracted abroad. Then analyzing the surveys made in the process of drafting the Registered Partnership Act one can see that they were with no specific focus on the rights of same-sex persons, contradictory and the statements did not base on the collected data. Even more, some of the surveys used in this process were not even directly about same-sex cohabitations or traditional marriages but about the need to protect the children born in a cohabitation of man and a woman.

CONCLUSION

Though ECtHR has stated that in certain cases states can make exceptions from the human rights when it is justified by the need to protect their culture then in practice the justification process a has been used very often but it’s essential element – proportionality test has not been done at all or has been done carelessly. Based on the ECtHR decision, the interpretations of the Charter, statements in the legal literature and practice author of this article showed that as society changes the previous understandings about the impossibility to unify the family laws of European states is not relevant any more. When using the justification tool correctly there will be little proof to argue that denying the (human) rights of an individual is justified. Author analyzed Estonian Partnership Registration Act and its adoption and implementation practice discussing and describing the mess what can be caused when proportionality test has not been used in an appropriate way if used at all.
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SANTRAUKA

EUROPOS SĄJUNGOS IR ŽMOGAUS TEISIŲ TEISĖS VAIDMUO VALSTYBIŲ NARIŲ ŠEIMOS TEISĖS AKTUOSE


REIKŠMINIAI ŽODŽIAI

Registruota partnerystė, pateisinimo procesas, šeimos teisė, ES vertybės.